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Overview 
dVnet is a digital-video to network-data converter. Its primary purpose is the control of pixel 

based media walls and it will be used across a broad spectrum of retail, commercial and 

architectural applications. 

It is able to control a variety of lighting fixtures ranging from simple white intensity pixels to 

sophisticated moving heads. In addition to rgb control, dVnet supports automatic control of 

four colour combinations such as rgby and rgbw. 

A sophisticated mapMaker applet is included within the product allowing very simple and fast 

configuration of the pixel map and patch.  

The network output operates at gigabit speed and can be configured (on a per universe 

basis) to work with either the Art-Net 3, sACN (E1.31), ShowNet or KiNet protocols. 

The digital video source can be selected between an external signal in HDMI format or video 

clips and play lists loaded on to the internal hard drive. 

dVnet is also able to operate as a network-to-network patch or translator. 

The product is supplied as a 2RU 19 inch rack system. The keyboard, mouse and monitor 

which are used during configuration of the system are not included. 

dVnet is available in three variants: 

Product Maximum fixtures / pixels Video input 

dVnet 20,000 Up to 50Hz 1920x1080i (interlaced) 

dVnet pro 20,000 Up to 50/60Hz 1920x1080i/p (progressive) 

dVnet extreme 85,000 Up to 50/60Hz 1920x1080i/p (progressive) 

Hardware 
The rear panel of the product provides the following interface connections: 

 Power.  IEC connector with an auto-sensing universal voltage input 

 Mouse.  USB connection 

 Keyboard.  USB connection 

 Backup.  USB connection for memory stick 

 Video Output. DB15 XVGA connector configured for HDMI resolution 

 Video input. HDMI 

 Network.  RJ45 for auto negotiating network output 

Copyright 
dVnet allows the presentation of media to an audience. Some media is protected and may 

need a licence for public performance. It is the responsibility of the operator to ensure this is 

done. 
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Conventions 
The following conventions are used in this document: 

 The Courier font represents actual data in a file or command line and should be 

typed exactly as shown. Example: "filePixY5=5.315" 

 Italics are used to signify a term which describes a specific section of the user 

interface. Example: " The Video Palette allows ..." 

 All numbers are expressed as decimal unless they have a base subscript. Example: 

"1a16" 

Operation 
The screen shot below shows the product user interface, which is divided into four distinct 

areas: 

1. The Toolbar contains the controls to access the main menu items including load, 

save and network configuration. 

2. The Video Palette allows selection and control over the video sources. 

3. The Mimic provides a real time display of the video source once rendered to the pixel 

map. 

4. The Control Panel provides access via a tabbed interface to all show configuration 

tools. 

 

 

A splitter exists between the Mimic and the Control panel which allows either section to 

increase or decrease in size. 

2. Video 

Palette 
4. Control 

Panel 

3. The 

Mimic 

Splitter 

bar 

1. Tool 

Bar 
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Tool Bar 
The Tool Bar spans the top section of the screen and comprises the following: 

 

Load 

The Load button is used to load a show file. Show files have the extension of .dvn 

and are stored in a text based language which is detailed on page 36.  

The show file includes all show related data including the media wall patch, preferences and 

settings. By default the load dialogue will open showing the \\Shows folder which is created 

under the application folder at install time. 

The file types drop down list also allows the .txt file extension to be selected. This allows 

auto-backup files to be opened. 

Save 

The Save button is used to save the current show file. If a show file has been 

loaded, the save operation will automatically save to that file name without 

querying the user for a file name. If no show had previously been loaded, the Save button 

operates as if the Save As button had been pressed. 

Whenever an existing show file is overwritten by a Save operation an automatic backup file 

is created. The backup file is named with the date and time appended to the original file 

name and with a .txt extension.   

Save As 

The Save As button is used to save the current show file under a new name.    

By default the save dialogue will open showing the \\Shows folder which is created under 

the application folder at install time. 
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Map Maker 

The Map Maker button starts the mapMaker applet. mapMaker is used to create 

the pixel map using an array of fixture files. The fixture files are used to define 

both the layout and patch of lighting fixtures and composite pixel products. 

Numerous fixture files are supplied with dVnet and updates are available from the Artistic 

Licence web site. The files are text based and can be generated using a simple text editor 

such as NotePad. See page 38 for details on the fixture file format. The screen shot below 

shows the mapMaker applet prior to loading a fixture. 

 

Select Fixture 

The first task is to select the fixture file to use. This is achieved by pressing the Select 

Fixture icon. By default the load fixture dialogue will open showing the folder: 

C:\Program Files (x86)\Artistic 

Licence\Shared\Fixtures  

 

This folder is created at install time. The dialogue 

will present a range of fixtures to choose from as 

shown adjacent. The simple, single pixel fixtures 

are named "A generic ..." to ensure they list first. 
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The other fixtures are listed by manufacturer and then 

product name. 

Once a fixture is selected, the display refreshes as 

shown in the screen shot. 

Fixture Preview 

The Fixture Preview area provides a topographical 

preview of the fixture. The example above shows the 

Artistic Licence Multichrome Web Hi-Res product. This 

product is a flexible media wall component threaded into a clip together mesh. The order of 

the pixels is defined by the physical product structure and as such does not follow a simple 

raster based order. This product comprises 64 rgb pixels in an 8 by 8 grid on 125mm pitch. 

The preview shows each pixel as a small circle. The first pixel is coloured red, the remainder 

are white. A thin white line traces the logical order of interconnection and so the order in 

which pixels are patched. The patch is shown in detail in the drawing below: 

1 4 7 10 13 103 100 97

28 25 22 19 16 106 109 112

31 34 37 40 43 121 118 115

58 55 52 49 46 124 127 130

61 64 67 145 142 139 136 133

76 73 70 148 151 154 157 160

79 82 85 175 172 169 166 163

94 91 88 178 181 184 187 190
 

Fixture Summary 

The Fixture Summary lists the key data contained in the file. The following table summarises 

each entry: 

Name  Description 

Manufacturer The manufacturer of the product described by this file. 

Product Name The product described by this file. 

Product Notes Notes about the product. 

Total Pixels The total number of pixels encoded in this fixture file. The 
range is 1 to 5000.  

Total Width The total width of the product in mm. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. This figure is used to 
calculate the horizontal repeat pitch when generating the 
pixel map. 
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Name  Description 

Total Height The total height of the product in mm. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. This figure is used to 
calculate the vertical repeat pitch when generating the pixel  
map. 

Pixel Width The width in mm of each pixel. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. 

Pixel Height The height in mm of each pixel. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. 

Pixel Style The components colours used by each pixel. 

Slot per Pixel The footprint or number of channels used by each pixel. For 
example, an rgb pixel would have a value of 3. 

Max Slot per Universe Defines the number of slots or channels that will be 
automatically patched to a single universe. The smallest 
valid number is 1. The largest is 512. Many composite pixel 
products have power controllers that limit the number of 
products per universe. The example above uses 64 pixels or 
192 slots per product which means that a maximum of 2.5 
products can be controlled on a single universe. For this 
reason, Max Slot per Universe is set to 480. 

Products per Universe This is a calculated field based on the equation: 
 
Products per Universe = 512 / (Total Pixels * Slot per Pixel) 
 
The example above provides 2.5 products per universe. 
 
When the product consumes multiple universes, this field 
changes to display Universes per Product. 

Fixture Report 

The Fixture Report area displays any errors encountered while loading a fixture file. See 

page 43 for a list of error codes. 

Auto-Patch 

The Auto-Patch control is used to automatically configure the network output Pipes. dVnet 

provides 300 Pipes, each of which can output a universe of data to the network. See page 

31 for details on Pipe configuration. 

Placement 

The Placement control is used to define whether the results of mapMaker are added to, or 

replace, the current map. 
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Rotate Fixture 

The Rotate Fixture function allows the fixture to be rotated in 90° increments. The rotation is 

counter clockwise as shown in the following sequence. The red dot shows the first pixel. 

Fixture Array 

The Fixture Array function is used to define the number of rows and columns across which 

the loaded fixture file should be repeated in order to generate the pixel map. 

The number of rows and columns can be entered numerically or by using the calculator 

accessed by the icon to the right of the edit box. 

mapMaker assumes that the same luminaire will be used throughout the media wall. More 

complex configurations can be achieved by using mapMaker to build sections of the media 

wall and then stitching them together in Excel. 

Patch Direction 

The Patch Direction control is used to define the order in which patching occurs. The 

patching of channels or slots within each fixture is defined by the fixture file. However, when 

these individual fixtures are repeated, it is possible to patch vertically or horizontally. 

The control offers two options: 

 Top to Bottom then Left to Right 

 Left to Right then Top to Bottom 
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The drawing below shows six of the Artistic Licence Multichrome Web Hi-Res product 

patched in Top to Bottom then Left to Right mode. 

1

2 3

 

As described above, each fixture consumes 192 slots which allows 2.5 fixtures per universe. 

Universe 1 is shown in green and starts at the circle numbered '1'. Universe 2 is shown in 

blue and starts at the circle numbered '2'. Universe 3 is shown in purple and starts at the 

circle numbered '3'. 

In each fixture of 64 pixels, the first pixel is shown as a red dot and the last as a black dot.  
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The drawing below shows six of the Artistic Licence Multichrome Web Hi-Res product 

patched in Left to Right then Top to Bottom mode. 

1

2

3

 

Clearly the choice of patch direction must be made to match the way in which the fixtures 

are physically interconnected. 

The examples above are intentionally complex to show the flexibility of mapMaker. The 

Artistic Licence Multichrome Web Hi-Res has two different fixture files. The one used in the 

example above sets Max Slot per Universe to 480 which results in a Products per Universe 

of 2.5.  
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The alternative fixture file sets Max Slot per Universe to 384 which results in a Products per 

Universe of 2.0. This fixture wastes 20% of the available DMX512 channels, but does lead to 

a more elegant interconnect as shown in the drawing below. This example is patched in Left 

to Right then Top to Bottom mode. 

1

2

3
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Input Zone Selection 

When dVnet is used in Network Patch mode, incoming network data is patched to output 

pixels. The relationship between logical input and output pixels can be complex to manage. 

The fixture files optionally provide a selection of Input Zone Groups which are used to 

automatically patch the I/P slots. 

 

In the screen shot above, the Input Zone Group has been selected as ‘8 Vertical Pixels of 8’. 

The green outline shows how the pixels will be grouped when controlled in Network Patch 

mode. 

The Show input zones tick box is used to enable the green outline. If Network Patch mode is 

not required, it can be useful to disable this. 
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Network 

The Network dialogue 

provides three tabbed 

displays of network connectivity 

information. 

Node Status 

The Node Status tab lists all Art-

Net nodes detected on the 

selected network. The plus button to the left of each entry is used to expand down a 

hierarchy of more detailed information. Right clicking the mouse on an entry offers a popup 

menu with numerous remote configuration tools. 

The Auto Refresh option should be ticked if a continuous refresh of the network is required. 

The option is un-ticked by default as it consumes significant system resources. Only use this 

option in rehearsal mode. 

Art-Net Routing 

The Art-Net Routing tab provides a report on which 

universes dVnet is transmitting to and whether it is 

unicasting or broadcasting. See page 31 for a description 

of how to configure this. 

The example to the right shows dVnet in broadcast 

transmission to a number of network devices. The red 

balloon indicates that this is not the preferred 

configuration. 

 

 

 

 

The second example shows dVnet operating in unicast 

transmission. The report shows the universe number to 

which the data is directed, along with the IP address of the 

node consuming the data. If multiple network devices are 

patched to the same universe number, their IP addresses 

will list below each other.  

 

Art-Net Report 

The Art-Net Report tab provides a report on the network 

nodes that are connected to the output. 
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Nic Setup 

The Nic Setup button is used to select the Network Interface Card that will be 

used for the output.  

Selection is made via the IP address. The product, as shipped, includes a gigabit interface 

which is configured with IP address: 

2.0.0.1 

and Subnet Mask 

255.0.0.0 

These settings are the default for an Art-Net 3 output. 

Additional user installed network cards will also show 

in this dialogue. 

 

 

 

 

The second tab of the Nic Setup dialogue allows access to numerous Art-Net configuration 

controls. These are:  

Listen 

The Listen control is not used by dVnet. Set to Full 

Network Connectivity. 

RDM Enable 

The RDM Background control allows background 

RDM (Remote Device Management) communications 

to be shut down. RDM uses approximately 3% of the 

available DMX512 bandwidth. In a show situation, the 

operator may choose to recover this bandwidth by 

disabling RDM. 
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Full Screen 

The Full Screen button is used to hide 

all the editors and display the Mimic 

maximised across the screen. The Mimic aspect 

ratio is maintained in full screen mode. See page 

24 to setup Full Screen mode automatically at 

show load. 

Full Screen mode is exited by either clicking 

anywhere on the Mimic or pressing the ESC key. 

 

Calculator 

The Calculator is provided as an accessory. 
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Video Palette 
The layout and content of the Video Palette changes depending upon 

the video or data source selection: 

External Video 

Once Video or Data Source is set to External, the Video Palette 

changes to display the external video input. The drop down list displays 

all the available video sources including the HDMI input from the 

product’s rear panel. 

Additional sources attached by the operator such as a USB camera will 

also be displayed. 

 

Video File 

Once Video or Data Source is set to File, the Video Palette changes to 

single video file playback mode as shown in the screen shot. 

The blue button to the right of the file name is used to select a video 

clip to play. By default the open dialogue will open showing the 

\\Video folder which is created under the application folder at install 

time. 

File playback and rendering starts immediately the file is opened. A 

slider below the file name shows playback progress and can be used to 

jump forwards or backwards in the clip. 

Six buttons provide the standard transport controls for: Reverse-Play, 

Play, Pause, Fast-Reverse, Fast-Forward and Stop. 

See page 24 to configure the file to automatically loop at the end.  

The following file formats are supported: .avi .mov .mp4 .mpg .mkv .flv .mwv 

 

Play List 

Once Video or Data Source is set to Play List, the Video Palette 

changes to multiple video clip playback mode as shown in the screen 

shot.  

The drop down list allows selection of any of the programmed playlists. 

Playback and rendering starts immediately the play list is selected.  

Five buttons provide the standard transport controls for: Play, Stop at 

end of clip, Previous Clip, Next Clip and Stop. 

See page 33 for information on creating play lists.  
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Test Cycle 

Once Video or Data Source is set to Test, the Video Palette 

changes to test mode as shown in the screen shot.  

In test mode each pixel, or group of pixels, is illuminated in patch 

order using the selected colour. Test mode is useful to confirm 

that the media wall is correctly patched.  

The three modes of operation are: 

 Pixel: Each pixel is illuminated in patch order. 

 Zone: Each Input Zone is illuminated in input patch order. 

 Fixture: Each fixture (.fix file) is illuminated in patch order. 

 

 

Network patch 

Once Video or Data Source is set to Network patch, the Video 

Palette changes to Network patch mode as shown in the screen 

shot.  

In network patch mode dVnet receives network data, routes it 

according to the patch and outputs the resultant data. 

A 12 channel mimic of incoming data is provided to allow the 

user to confirm connectivity. 

 

 

 

Screen Capture 

Once Video or Data Source is set to Screen capture, the Video 

Palette changes to Network patch mode as shown in the screen 

shot.  

In screen capture mode dVnet renders video from the selected 

monitor at the defined frame rate.  
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Mimic 
The Mimic displays a real time render of the media wall that is based on the current video 

source and the selected pixel map. Numerous controls located in the Control Panel Settings 

tab allow the Mimic to be customised. These are summarised below. 

Enable Mimic Display 

The Mimic can be disabled to assign maximum processing power to the network output. See 

page 24. 

Outline 

The pixels of the Mimic can be outlined in white. See page24. 

Cursor 

The pixel selected in the Pixel Map spreadsheet can be flashed in the Mimic for 

identification. See page 25. 

Pixel Shape 

Pixels can be displayed as either rectangles or ellipses. See page 24. Note that for pixel 

maps containing more than 25,000 pixels the Mimic displays each pixel as a single coloured 

dot; Pixel Shape, Width, Height and Outline are all ignored.  

Colour Correction 

Colour correction can be assigned to the Mimic as well as the output. See page 24. 

Mimic Popup Menu 

Right click the Mimic to display the popup menu. The menu contains the following options: 

Export Mimic as Image 

A file save dialogue is displayed which allows the Mimic to be saved as a .bmp file. This can 

be useful as a template for creation of render media. 
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Control Panel 
 The Control Panel provides a range of tabs which access numerous configuration and 

control features of the product as detailed below.  

 Modifiers 

The Modifiers tab provides an array of faders which adjust the video from all 

Video Sources apart from Test. The results of the modifiers are seen in both the Video 

Palette and Mimic. 

 

Hue 

The fader is used to vary the hue of the video input over a range of 360°. The associated 

button resets the fader to the centre position.  

Sat 

The fader is used to vary the saturation of the video input over a range of 0% to 200%. The 

associated button resets the fader to the centre position.  

Lum 

The fader is used to vary the luminance of the video input over a range of 0% to 200%. The 

associated button resets the fader to the centre position.  

Cont 

The fader is used to vary the contrast of the video input over a range of 0% to 200%. The 

associated button resets the fader to the centre position.  

Zoom 

The fader is used to magnify the video input over a range of 0% to 300%. The associated 

button resets the fader to the fully left position.  

X-Ctre 

The fader is used to vary the horizontal centre of the zoom. The associated button resets the 

fader to the centre position.  

Y-Ctre 

The fader is used to vary the vertical centre of the zoom. The associated button resets the 

fader to the centre position.  
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Pixel 

The fader is used to pixellate the video input over a range of 1 to 64. The range defines the 

number of video pixels that are grouped to generate the effect. The associated button resets 

the fader to the fully left position.  

Audio Level 

The fader is used to control the volume of the audio if the clip being played back has audio 

content. (Note that it has no effect on external video sources).  

 

  Settings 

 

The Settings tab provides access to all the configuration parameters of dVnet.   

Coordinates 

Coordinates allows the user to select the coordinate system to be used. The following 

options exist: 

Real World Coordinates 

In this mode, all the coordinates in the map are interpreted as real world dimensions 

in mm. This allows the map to be built as a representation of the physical media wall 

or lighting array. Incoming video is then stretched to fit the map and rendered. 

This mode offers mapping that is independent of the chosen video resolution and is 

the primary mode of operation. 

Video Pixel Coordinates 

In this mode, all the coordinates in the map represent actual video pixel coordinates. 

This mode is less flexible as the user must know the video resolution when building 

the map. However it is very useful if the video material has been authored specifically 

for the show, and accurate pixel the fixture mapping is needed.  

Compressor 

Compressor allows the user to select the method by which the video codec compresses. 

This setting is important when using screen capture (ISCC is recommended). 

Drop Frames 

The Drop Frames control is used to generate a time lapse effect. A value of zero ensures no 

frames are dropped. 
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Enable Temporal Filter 

The Temporal Filter feature uses an averaging mechanism to soften the transition between 

frames. 

Enable Graticule 

The Graticule applies a white grid with 50 pixel repeat in both directions. This is useful for 

visual alignment of video and render map. 

Enable output colour correction 

Colour correction allows the relationship between the colour of input video and output 

lighting to be varied. When this control is unticked, correction is disabled and output colours 

match input colours. See page 34 for information on editing colour correction. 

Loop file playback at end 

This control is only relevant when Video Source is set to File. When ticked, the video clip will 

automatically repeat at the end. There is a small delay in the repeat process so the clip 

author should ensure that the start and end match visually to avoid glitches. 

Output Style 

dVnet can output in either Delta or Continuous mode. In Delta mode, the Art-Net or sACN 

packet relating to a given universe is only transmitted if at least one pixel has changed. In 

Continuous mode, there is no analysis of content and all universe are transmitted. The 

default is Delta. Continuous is useful for checking worst case network bandwidth. 

Remote trigger key 

dVnet accepts Art-Net macro triggers for remote control. The Key is a value in the range 0 to 

255 which can be thought of as the 'channel number' to which dVnet listens for commands. 

See page 38 for details on remote control. 

Enable mimic display 

The Mimic can be disabled to ensure the network output receives maximum bandwidth. 

Enable mimic colour correction 

Colour correction allows the relationship between the colour of input video and output 

lighting to be varied. Depending upon the application, the user may wish to view the Mimic 

with or without correction. See page 34 for information on editing colour correction. This is a 

purely visual preference for the Mimic and has no effect upon the network output. 

Outline pixels 

The pixels of the Mimic can be outlined in a colour. In some pixel maps - particularly where 

the pixels are large - outlining can make the display easier to interpret. This is a purely visual 

preference and has no effect upon the output. 

Circular pixels 

Mimic pixels can be displayed as either rectangles or ellipses. This is a purely visual 

preference and has no effect upon the output. 

Start in full screen 

This control ensures that when the file is loaded, the Mimic will be displayed to fill the screen 

extents. This is a purely visual preference and has no effect upon the output. 
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Background colour 

This control is used to select the preferred background colour of the Mimic. This is a purely 

visual preference and has no effect upon the output.  

Outline colour 

This control is used to select the preferred outline colour of pixels in the Mimic. This is a 

purely visual preference and has no effect upon the output.  

Display current pixel as alternating colours 

When this control is ticked, the pixel that is selected in the Pixel Map tab is flashed in 

alternating colours in the Mimic. The function is designed to allow a specific pixel to be easily 

located in the Mimic; it has no effect upon the output.  

Show Hints & Tips 

When this control is ticked, hints are displayed when the mouse hovers over a control. This 

is useful when initially learning the product’s operation. 
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 Pixel Map 

The Pixel Map is a spreadsheet that details all the parameters of every pixel. 

The spreadsheet can be edited manually and the effects are immediately seen in both the 

Mimic and the network output.  

The mapMaker applet is generally used to generate the initial Pixel Map. See page 8. 

The columns of the Pixel Map are detailed below: 

# 

The row number in the range 1 to 50,000. This is a positive integer. 

Name 

The name of the pixel. This is an alphanumeric string. 

Type 

The type of pixel. This is an alphanumeric string. 

X 

The x coordinate of the pixel in mm. This is a floating point number with 3 decimal places. 

Negative values are not allowed. The origin is top left for all dVnet coordinates. 

Y 

The y coordinate of the pixel in mm. This is a floating point number with 3 decimal places. 

Negative values are not allowed. The origin is top left for all dVnet coordinates. 

Width 

The width of the pixel in mm. This is a positive floating point number with 3 decimal places.  

Height 

The height of the pixel in mm. This is a positive floating point number with 3 decimal places.  

Fixture # 

The fixture number in the range 1 to 50,000. This is a positive integer that represents the 

number of the composite fixture as opposed to the pixel. 

Pixel # 

The pixel number in the range 1 to 5,000. This is a positive integer that represents the 

number of the pixel within the composite fixture. 
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Output Pipe  

Each pixel is output as data in a specific Pipe, which contains 512 channels or slots of data. 

There are 300 Pipes numbered from 1-300. A value of zero disables the pixel. See page 31 

for details of Pipe configuration. 

Start  

The DMX512 start address of the pixel. It is a positive integer in the range 1 to 512. A value 

of zero indicates that the pixel is un-patched and will not form part of the output. 

Footprint  

The number of channels or slots consumed by this pixel. It is a positive integer in the range 1 

to 512. A value of zero indicates that the pixel is un-patched and will not form part of the 

output. 

Red Slot  

The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the red information. It is a positive integer in 

the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that this colour is not used and will not 

form part of the output. The red information is taken from the red content of the video source 

that is aligned with this pixel's position. 

Green Slot  

The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the green information. It is a positive integer 

in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that this colour is not used and will not 

form part of the output. The green information is taken from the green content of the video 

source that is aligned with this pixel's position. 

Blue Slot  

The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the blue information. It is a positive integer 

in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that this colour is not used and will not 

form part of the output. The blue information is taken from the blue content of the video 

source that is aligned with this pixel's position. 

Yellow Slot  

The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the yellow information. It is a positive integer 

in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that this colour is not used and will not 

form part of the output. The yellow information is taken from the average of the red and 

green content of the video source that is aligned with this pixel's position. 

White Slot  

The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the white information. It is a positive integer 

in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that this colour is not used and will not 

form part of the output. The white information is taken from the luminance content of the 

video source that is aligned with this pixel's position. 

Intensity Slot  

The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the intensity information. It is a positive 

integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that this colour is not used and 

will not form part of the output. The intensity channel is always output at a value of 255. 
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Group 

Used to categorise pixels into groups. This is an alphanumeric string. 

Input Slot 

The Input Slot is displayed as Inp Slot. It is a positive integer in the range 1-512 which 

defines the start address of the channel within the Inp Pipe that will be used for input data in 

Network mode. 

Input Pipe 

The Input Pipe is displayed as Inp Pipe. It is a positive 

integer in the range 1-300 which defines the pipe that will 

be used for input data in Network mode. 

Input Zone 

The Input Zone is displayed as Inp Zone. It is a positive 

integer that is used to logically group pixels which are to be 

controlled by the same Input Pipe and Input Slot in Network 

mode. The Input Zone can be entered manually, however it 

is more usual to allow the Map Maker to do this.  

The editing controls of the Pixel Map are detailed below:  

Undo - Redo 

All editing in the Pixel Map grid are registered in the undo list. Automated edits such as 

Move and Auto Fill can also be undone.  

Cursor 

The four arrow keys are used to move selected pixels in the four compass directions. The 

movement is made in multiples of the Delta setting. The Delta can be entered by the user, 

but is also set to the fixture width by mapmaker. 
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Match & Cell selection 

The Match button toggles Match mode on or off. When Match is active, dVnet will 

automatically select all pixels (rows) which match the selected cell.  

The example shown on 

the right is the result of 

clicking on Pixel 5 Fixture 

Number. All pixels in 

Fixture 2 are selected. 

 

 

The example shown on the left is the result of 

clicking on Pixel 12 Y position. All pixels with a Y 

coordinate of 155 are selected. 

Match mode allows powerful selection of pixel 

combinations prior to using the move commands. 

The Ctrl key can be used to combine multiple 

selections. 

 

When Match mode is inactive, cell 

selection operates in the usual 

spreadsheet style. Note that the 

Ctrl and Shift keys can be used to 

select disjunct cells and 

contiguous ranges as shown on 

the right. In addition, the mouse 

can be dragged with the left key 

down to select blocks of cells. 

Auto Fill 

The Auto Fill button is used to automatically fill the selected cells with the value at the top of 

the selection.  

The example above shows ‘before and after’ Auto Fill of the Out Pipe for Pixel 4 to Pixel 12, 

which end set to the same value as that of Pixel 3. 
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Smart Clipboard 

The clipboard operates in a number of different but intuitive modes depending upon the 

selected cells. 

If a number of cells are copied to the 

clipboard, the way they are pasted back is 

defined by the number of selected cells. If a 

single cell is selected, the paste operation will 

paste all the clipboard cells back to the grid 

using the first cell as the origin. 

The images to the right show simple copy 

and paste of five fixture names. 

If, however, more cells are selected than are 

contained by the clipboard, the paste 

operation will calculate smart values. In the 

example to the right, the fixtures names for 

fixtures 1 and 2 are copied to the clipboard. 

The cells for fixture name of fixtures 5 to 11 

are then selected and pasted. dVnet pastes 

alternating copies of the sequence as shown. 

When the clipboard cells are numeric, the 

difference between clipboard cell values is 

used for the smart paste. This can be a very quick way to edit values such as start 

addresses.  

Find & Replace 

The Find and Replace dialogues can be used to locate and change ranges of pixel 

information. 

Import & Export 

The Import and Export functions operate in .csv file format. This allows the Pixel Map to be 

transferred to Excel for more advanced editing when required. 
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 Pipe Patch 

The Pipe Patch is used to configure the network input and output Pipes. Each 

Pipe outputs a universe (512 channels) of data to the network in a specified protocol. The 

columns of the editor display data used in a way that is specific to the selected protocol. 

The columns of the Pipe Patch are detailed below: 

Pipe 

There are 300 Pipes numbered from 1 to 300. 

Protocol 

The output protocol is selected from nine variants listed below. 

Protocol Description Universe Manual IP KiNet Port 

Art-Net 
Automatic 

Output Art-Net 3 
with fully 
automatic unicast 
IP address detect 

Set to a 
value in 
range 0 
to 32,768 

Not used Not used 

Art-Net 
Manual 

Output Art-Net 3 
to manual IP 
address 

Set to a 
value in 
range 0 
to 32,768 

Destination IP address Not used 
 

sACN 
Automatic 

Output sACN to 
multicast group IP 
address based on 
universe: 
239.255.hi.lo 

Set to a 
value in 
range 1 
to 63,999 

Not used Not used 

sACN 
Manual 

Output sACN 
manual IP 
address 

Set to a 
value in 
range 1 
to 63,999 

Destination IP address Not used 

ShowNet Output ShowNet 
to manual IP 
address 

Not used Destination IP address Not used 

KiNet v1 
DmxOut 

Output KiNet 
DmxOut packets 
to manual IP 
address with 
Universe set to 
'don't care' 

Not used Destination IP address Not used 
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Protocol Description Universe Manual IP KiNet Port 

KiNet v2 
PortOut 

Output KiNet 
PortOut packets 
to manual IP 
address with 
Universe set to 
'don't care' and 
KiNet port set as 
detailed 

Not used Destination IP address Set to a 
value of 1-
16 to 
address 
KiNet port. 

The pipes are also used to define inputs in Network Patch mode. In this configuration, the 

following two configurations are available: 

Protocol Description Universe Manual IP KiNet Port 

Art-Net 
Automatic 

Input Art-Net 3 
with fully 
automatic unicast 
IP address detect 

Set to a 
value in 
range 0 
to 32,768 

Not used Not used 

Art-Net 
Manual 

Input Art-Net 3 to 
manual IP 
address 

Set to a 
value in 
range 0 
to 32,768 

Destination IP address Not used 
 

 

Auto-Patch 

The Auto-Patch dialogue allows all parameters of the Pipe patch to be set. 
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 Play Lists 

 

The Play List editor is used to 

compose lists of video files which 

are sequentially played back when 

Video Source is set to Play List 

mode.  

Operation of the editor will be 

familiar to users of iTunes© and similar packages. The lists can be edited by dragging with 

the mouse or using the tool bar to the left of the tab.  

All video clips are displayed relative to the \\Video folder. This means that if the selected 

clip is in the \\Video folder, no path information is displayed. The tool bar buttons function 

as follows: 

New list 

Adds a new and empty list directly below the cursor position. 

Add clip 

Adds a video clip to the selected list, directly below the cursor position. The entry is initially 

displayed with an ellipsis which is replaced when the video clip is selected. 

Duplicate 

If the cursor is on a video clip, that entry within the list is duplicated. However if the cursor is 

on the title of a list, the entire list is duplicated. 

Preview 

The video clip at the cursor is loaded and played. 

Up 

If the cursor is on a video clip, that entry within the list is moved up by one. However if the 

cursor is on the title of a list, the entire list is moved up one. 

Down 

If the cursor is on a video clip, that entry within the list is moved down by one. However if the 

cursor is on the title of a list, the entire list is moved down one. 

Delete 

If the cursor is on a video clip, that entry is deleted. However if the cursor is on the title of a 

list, the entire list is deleted. 

Edit 

If the cursor is on a video clip, the file open dialogue is 

displayed so that an alternate clip can be chosen. 

However if the cursor is on the title of a list, a dialogue 

opens which allows the name to be edited. 
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Colour Correction 

 

 

The Colour Correction tab is used to enter look-up curves for red, green and blue which 

define the relationship between the chromatic content of the video input and the network 

output. This is useful for matching the subjective response of the eye to the video material 

and when driving LED pixels, to compensate for the LED response curve.  

The response curve is entered numerically in the columns entitled Red, Green and Blue. The 

entries are integers in the range 0 to 255. The index column entitled Video shows the level of 

incoming video. 

The results of the numeric data are displayed in the graphs of each primary colour response. 

Colour correction can be applied to the output (see page 24) and the Mimic (see page 24).  

Colour Correction Popup Menu 

Right click the table to display the popup menu. The menu contains the following options: 

Red - Linear 

Sets all entries in Red column to a linear sequence in range 0-255.  

Red - Invert 

Inverts all entries in Red column. 

Red - Set all to Red 

Sets all entries in Green and Blue columns to match the Red column.  

Green - Linear 

Sets all entries in Green column to a linear sequence in range 0-255.  

Green - Invert 

Inverts all entries in Green column. 

Green - Set all to Green 

Sets all entries in Red and Blue columns to match the Green column.  

Blue - Linear 

Sets all entries in Blue column to a linear sequence in range 0-255.  
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Blue - Invert 

Inverts all entries in Blue column. 

Blue - Set all to Blue 

Sets all entries in Red and Green columns to match the Blue column.  

Load 

Opens a file load dialogue which allows .csv files to be imported to the colour correction 

table. A number of standard files are supplied: 

 Linear Red - Inhibits Green & Blue.  

 Linear Green - Inhibits Red & Blue.  

 Linear Blue - Inhibits Red & Green.  

 Linear - Linear response on all colours.  

 Deep Blacks - Shelves blacks to reduce 

low level 'flicker'. 

 Pop Contrast - Reduces colour depth and 

increases contrast.  

 

Save 

Opens a file save dialogue which allows .csv files to be exported. 

 Event Log 

The Event Log displays system feedback and detailed reports on any video clip load errors. 

  About 

The About tab credits the team that brought you dVnet. 
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dVnet Files 
dVnet files have the extension of .dvn. This style of file is a text file where the data is 

separated by the comma character. The .dvn format can be opened and edited in text 

editors such as NotePad. 

The show file includes all show related data including the media wall patch and preferences 

and settings. By default, dVnet files are stored in the \\Shows folder which is created under 

the application folder at install time. 

Whenever an existing show file is overwritten by a Save operation an automatic backup file 

is created. The backup file is named with the date and time appended to the original file 

name and with a .txt extension.   

Column Description 
Name The name of the pixel. This is an alphanumeric string. 
Type The type of pixel. This is an alphanumeric string. 
X The x coordinate of the pixel in mm. This is a floating point number with 3 

decimal places. Negative values are not allowed. The origin is top left for 
all dVnet coordinates. 

Y The y coordinate of the pixel in mm. This is a floating point number with 3 
decimal places. Negative values are not allowed. The origin is top left for 
all dVnet coordinates. 

Width The width of the pixel in mm. This is a positive floating point number with 3 
decimal places.  

Height The height of the pixel in mm. This is a positive floating point number with 
3 decimal places.  

Fixture # The fixture number in the range 1 to 50,000. This is a positive integer that 
represents the number of the composite fixture as opposed to the pixel. 

Pixel # The pixel number in the range 1 to 5,000. This is a positive integer that 
represents the number of the pixel within the composite fixture. 

Net The Art-Net port number is a 15-bit number that defines the DMX512 
universe to which data should be directed. The Net is the most significant 
part of the number. It is an integer in the range 0 - 127. 

Univ The Art-Net port number is a 15-bit number that defines the DMX512 
universe to which data should be directed. The Univ is the least significant 
part of the number. It is an integer in the range 0 - 255. 

Start The DMX512 start address of the pixel. It is a positive integer in the range 
1 to 512. A value of zero indicates that the pixel is un-patched and will not 
form part of the output. 

Footprint The number of channels or slots consumed by this pixel. It is a positive 
integer in the range 1 to 512. A value of zero indicates that the pixel is un-
patched and will not form part of the output. 

Red Slot The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the red information. It is a 
positive integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that 
this colour is not used and will not form part of the output. The red 
information is taken from the red content of the video source that is aligned 
with this pixel's position. 

Green Slot The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the green information. It is 
a positive integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that 
this colour is not used and will not form part of the output. The green 
information is taken from the green content of the video source that is 
aligned with this pixel's position. 
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Column Description 
Blue Slot The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the blue information. It is a 

positive integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that 
this colour is not used and will not form part of the output. The blue 
information is taken from the blue content of the video source that is 
aligned with this pixel's position. 

Yellow Slot The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the yellow information. It is 
a positive integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that 
this colour is not used and will not form part of the output. The yellow 
information is taken from the average of the red and green content of the 
video source that is aligned with this pixel's position. 

White Slot The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the white information. It is 
a positive integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates that 
this colour is not used and will not form part of the output. The white 
information is taken from the luminance content of the video source that is 
aligned with this pixel's position. 

Intensity 

Slot 
The slot within this pixel's footprint that contains the intensity information. It 
is a positive integer in the range 1 to Footprint. A value of zero indicates 
that this colour is not used and will not form part of the output. The intensity 
channel is always output at a value of 255. 

Group Name Used to categorise pixels into groups. This is an alphanumeric string. 
 

Input Pipe A positive integer in the range 1-300 which defines the pipe that will be 
used for input data in Network mode. 
 

Input Slot A positive integer in the range 1-512 which defines the start address of the 
channel within the Input Pipe that will be used for input data in Network 
mode. 
 

Input Zone A positive integer that is used to logically group pixels which are to be 
controlled by the same Input Pipe and Input Slot in Network mode. 

 

Auto-loading show files 
In order to have a show file load automatically at system start, save the show under the 

name autoload.dcn in the \\Shows folder. 

Optimising the configuration 
The task of rendering video in real time is very processor intensive. For this reason it is 

important to understand which functions of the product consume the most power. The 

following table describes these functions in priority order. 

Function Description 

Mimic The Mimic display consumes significant processing power. After rehearsal 
and configuration it can be disabled. See page 24. 

Render Style A Render Style of Centre Weighted consumes the least processing power. 
Higher values of Render Aperture also consume more processing power. 
See page 23. 
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Function Description 

Colour 
Correction 

Applying Colour Correction uses more processing power. See page 34. 

 

Remote triggering 
Numerous features of dVnet can be remote controlled using Art-Net macro commands. Art-

Net macro commands contain three data fields: 

Key 
The Key is an integer in the range 0 to 255. The Key to which dVnet will respond is 

programmable. See page 24 for editing details. 

SubKey 
The SubKey is an integer in the range 0 to 255. A different value of SubKey is assigned to 

each remote control task as defined in the table below. 

Payload 
The Payload is a text string used as data for some remote control commands as defined in 

the table below. 

Remote control command summary 
SubKey Payload Description 

0 Not used Select Video Source to External. 

1 Not used Select Video Source to File. 

2 Not used Select Video Source to Play List. 

3 Not used Select Video Source to Test. 

11 Clip file name + ext Select and play video clip file. 

12 Play List name Select and play Play List. 

21 File name Load and execute a show file. 

 

 

 

DMX-Workshop provides a utility for transmitting Art-Net macros. The dialogue (shown 

below) can be used to test triggering. 
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Fixture file format 
The mapMaker applet stores data in text files with a file extension of ".fix". These files are 

used to define both the physical layout and the patch of lighting fixtures and composite pixel 

products. dVnet uses this information to build the pixel map. 

Numerous mapMaker files are supplied with dVnet and updates are available from the 

Artistic Licence web site. The files are text based and can be generated using a simple text 

editor such as NotePad. It is generally advisable to duplicate and edit one of the supplied 

files. 

Each line in the mapMaker file follows the format of  

Mnemonic=Data 

The Mnemonic is case insensitive. The only important syntax rule is that there must be no 

space character on either side of the equals symbol.  

The coordinate system origin is located at top left. 

The following table details the mnemonics.   

Mnemonic Description 
fileFormat This is used by the software to define any special rules 

about the file format and syntax. The correct value is 1. 
fileCopyright The copyright message of the author of the fixture file. It is 

just used for display purposes. 
fileManufacturerName The manufacturer of the product described by this fixture 

file. 
fileProductName The product described by this fixture file. 
fileProductNotes Notes about the product. 
fileTotalPixels The total number of pixels encoded in this fixture file. The 

smallest valid number is 1 which represents a single pixel or 
luminaire. The largest valid number is 5000.  

fileMapWidth The total width of the product in mm. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. This figure is used by 
dVnet to calculate the horizontal repeat pitch when 
generating the pixel map. 

fileMapHeight The total height of the product in mm. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. This figure is used by 
dVnet to calculate the vertical repeat pitch when generating 
the pixel map. 

filePixelWidth The width in mm of each pixel. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. 

filePixelHeight The height in mm of each pixel. This is a floating point 
number with up to 3 decimal places. 
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Mnemonic Description 
fileMaxSlotLimit Used to define the number of slots or channels that will be 

automatically patched to a single universe. The smallest 
valid number is 1. The largest is 512. Many composite pixel 
products have power controllers that limit the number of 
products per universe. The Artistic Licence Multichrome 
Web is a good example. Each web is a 4 x 4 array of RGB 
pixels and so has a footprint of 4 x 4 x 3 = 48. The power 
controller for this product will drive up to 10 panels on a 
single universe. So the footprint of a fully loaded power 

controller is 480. For this reason fileMaxSlotLimit=480 

is used in that fixture file to ensure the auto patching works 
correctly.   
To allow all slots in a universe to be used, set this field to 
512. 
This field has a secondary use for products that consume 
more than one universe. For these products the field defines 
the slot after which a new universe is used. The Philips LLS 
20-36 is a good example. It contains 720 pixels. Each 
universe controls 168 consecutive pixels. So the product 
uses 4 consecutive universes of 168 pixels and a fifth to 
hold the remaining 48 pixels. Setting 

fileMaxSlotLimit=504 (3x168) achieves this. 

fileDefaultProtocol Used to define the preferred network output protocol for 
auto-patching the Pipes. Options are: 
 

 ProtocolArtNetAutomatic 

 ProtocolArtNetManual 

 ProtocolsAcnAutomatic 

 ProtocolsAcnManual 

 ProtocolShowNet 

 ProtocolKiNetDmxOut 

 ProtocolKiNetPortOut       
 
Example: 
fileDefaultProtocol=ProtocolArtNetAutomatic 

fileDefaultIp Used to define the default starting IP address when auto-
patching the Pipes. The value of this field is only of 
relevance for the following protocols: ProtocolArtNetManual, 
ProtocolsAcnManual, ProtocolShowNet, 
ProtocolKiNetDmxOut, ProtocolKiNetPortOut       
The IP address is entered in standard dot notation, for 

example: fileDefaultIp=2.0.0.1 

fileSlotPerPix The footprint or number of channels used by each pixel. The 
smallest valid number is 1. The largest is 512. This field can 
be significantly larger than the number of colour attributes 
detailed below, which allows the colour attributes of moving 
heads to be controlled by dVnet. 

fileSlotRed The slot number used by the red channel. This field is set to 
0 to indicate that there is no red in the pixel. The smallest 
valid number is 1. The largest valid number is defined by 

fileSlotPerPix. The red information is driven by the red 

content of the video to be converted. 
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Mnemonic Description 
fileSlotGreen The slot number used by the green channel. This field is set 

to 0 to indicate that there is no green in the pixel. The 
smallest valid number is 1. The largest valid number is 

defined by fileSlotPerPix. The green information is 

driven by the green content of the video to be converted. 
fileSlotBlue The slot number used by the blue channel. This field is set 

to 0 to indicate that there is no blue in the pixel. The 
smallest valid number is 1. The largest valid number is 

defined by fileSlotPerPix. The blue information is 

driven by the blue content of the video to be converted. 
fileSlotYellow The slot number used by the amber or yellow channel. This 

field is set to 0 to indicate that there is no yellow in the pixel. 
The smallest valid number is 1. The largest valid number is 

defined by fileSlotPerPix. The yellow information is 

driven by the red + green content of the video to be 
converted. 

fileSlotWhite The slot number used by the white channel. This field is set 
to 0 to indicate that there is no white in the pixel. The 
smallest valid number is 1. The largest valid number is 

defined by fileSlotPerPix. The white information is 

driven by the luminance content of the video to be 
converted. 

fileSlotIntensity The slot number used by the intensity channel. This field is 
set to 0 to indicate that there is no intensity in the pixel. The 
smallest valid number is 1. The largest valid number is 

defined by fileSlotPerPix. The intensity channel is 

simply set to full by dVnet allowing the red, green, blue, 
yellow and white to control the pixel. 

filePixXn The x coordinate of pixel n in units of mm. The valid range of 

the integer n is from 1 to fileTotalPixels. The data is a 

floating point number with up to 3 decimal places. The 
smallest valid number is 0.000 whilst the largest is defined 

by fileMapWidth. The coordinate system origin is located 

at top left. 
filePixYn The y coordinate of pixel n in units of mm. The valid range of 

the integer n is from 1 to fileTotalPixels  The data is a 

floating point number with up to 3 decimal places. The 
smallest valid number is 0.000 whilst the largest is defined 

by fileMapHeight. The coordinate system origin is 

located at top left. 
fileZoneName# The name of the input zone #, where # is a character in the 

range A-Z. Zones are used to define the relationship 
between virtual input pixels when operating in 
NetworkMode. For example, a Multichrome Web containing 
64 pixels could have a zone definition of 8 zones that are 
horizontal lines. A given fixture file can contain up to 26 
zones. 

fileZone#n The zone number of pixel n in Zone #. 
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Fixture file example 
The table below shows each line of the example fixture file. The product is an AC Lighting 

Color Block 2, which has 4 RGBY pixels. 

File data Description 
fileFormat=1 A value of 1 is required. 
fileCopyright=dVnet map 

file (c) Artistic 

Licence Holdings Ltd 

Copyright of file author for display purposes only. 

fileManufacturerName=AC 

Lighting 
The manufacturer or reseller of the product is AC Lighting. 

fileProductName=Color 

Block 2 
The product is called 'Color Block 2' 

fileProductNotes=...  
fileTotalPixels=4 There are 4 pixels in the product. 
fileMapWidth=250 The product is 250mm wide. 
fileMapHeight=62 The product is 62mm high. 
filePixelWidth=50 Each pixel is 50mm wide. (Note this value is often set to 

give a visually pleasing layout rather than honour the actual 
pixel dimension). 

filePixelHeight=50 The pixel is 50mm high. 
fileMaxSlotLimit=512 The product has 4 pixels with 4 slots each, giving a product 

footprint of 16. As 16 divides exactly into 512, all slots can 
be auto-patched. 

fileDefaultProtocol= 

ProtocolArtNetAutomatic 
The product is usually controlled wit Art-Net using 
automatic IP address detection. 

fileDefaultIp=2.0.0.1 The IP address to start patching Pipe is set to 2.0.0.1. Each 
Pipe will be allocated an incrementing IP address.  

fileSlotPerPix=4 Each pixel is rgby and so uses 4 slots. 
fileSlotRed=1 Red is the first slot. 
fileSlotGreen=2 Green is the second slot. 
fileSlotBlue=3 Blue is the third slot. 
fileSlotYellow=4 Yellow or amber is the fourth slot. 
fileSlotWhite=0 White is not used. 
fileSlotIntensity=0 Intensity is not used. 
filePixX1=31.25 The x position in mm of the first pixel. As the total width of 

the product is 250mm, a value of 31.25mm ensures the 4 
pixels are centre justified with a pitch of 62.5mm. 

filePixY1=31 The y position in mm of the first pixel. 
filePixX2=93.75  
filePixY2=31  
filePixX3=156.25  
filePixY3=31  
filePixX4=218.75  
filePixY4=31  
fileZoneNameA=2 pixel 

pairs 
The name of Zone Group A. 

fileZoneA1=1 Zone Group A pixel 1 is in Zone 1. 
fileZoneA2=1 Zone Group A pixel 2 is in Zone 1. 
fileZoneA3=2 Zone Group A pixel 3 is in Zone 2. 
fileZoneA4=2 Zone Group A pixel 4 is in Zone 2. 
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mapMaker error codes 
The mapMaker applet displays errors codes if it encounters any inconsistent data while 

loading a fixture file. The error codes are intended to allow the author of the fixture file to 

quickly locate and correct errors.  

Error Number Name Description 

001 Error reading fileFormat The file must contain a line: 

fileFormat=1. 

002 Error reading fileTotalPixels The mnemonic fileTotalPixels 

was not found in the file. 

003 Error reading fileMapWidth The mnemonic fileMapWidth was 

not found in the file. 

004 Error reading fileMapHeight The mnemonic fileMapHeight was 

not found in the file. 

005 Error reading filePixelWidth The mnemonic filePixelWidth was 

not found in the file. 

006 Error reading filePixelHeight The mnemonic filePixelHeight 

was not found in the file. 

007 Error reading fileMaxSlotLimit The mnemonic fileMaxSlotLimit 

was not found in the file. 

008 Error reading fileSlotPerPix The mnemonic fileSlotPerPix was 

not found in the file. 

009 Error reading fileSlotRed The mnemonic fileSlotRed was not 

found in the file. 

010 Error reading fileSlotGreen The mnemonic fileSlotGreen was 

not found in the file. 

011 Error reading fileSlotBlue The mnemonic fileSlotBlue was 

not found in the file. 

012 Error reading fileSlotYellow The mnemonic fileSlotYellow was 

not found in the file. 

013 Error reading fileSlotWhite The mnemonic fileSlotWhite was 

not found in the file. 

014 Error reading fileSlotIntensity The mnemonic fileSlotIntensity 

was not found in the file. 

015 Total pixels encoded in file 
exceeds the maximum 

The data value assigned to the 

mnemonic fileTotalPixels 

exceeded the maximum value of 5000. 

016 Error reading x coordinate for 
pixel 

An x coordinate value for a pixel is 
missing. These are defined by the 

mnemonic filePixXn where n is a 

number in the range 1 to 

fileTotalPixels. 

If fileTotalPixels=3 then the file 

would contain three x coordinates 

formatted as: filePixX1=, 

filePixX2=, filePixX3=. 
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Error Number Name Description 

017 Error reading y coordinate for 
pixel 

A y coordinate value for a pixel is 
missing. These are defined by the 

mnemonic filePixYn where n is a 

number in the range 1 to 

fileTotalPixels. 

If fileTotalPixels=3 then the file 

would contain three y coordinates 

formatted as: filePixY1=, 
filePixY2=, filePixY3=. 

018 Pixel n has negative x 
coordinate 

The x coordinate value for pixel n has a 

negative value, for example: 

filePixXn=-5. The lowest allowed 

value is 0. 

019 Pixel n has negative y 
coordinate 

The y coordinate value for pixel n has a 

negative value, for example: 

filePixYn=-5.3. The lowest allowed 

value is 0. 

020 Pixel n has x coordinate larger 
than fixture width 

The x coordinate value for pixel n has a 

value greater than fileMapWidth. All 

pixel coordinates must have values that 
locate them within the maximum 
extents of the fixture. 

021 Pixel n has y coordinate larger 
than fixture height 

The y coordinate value for pixel n has a 

value greater than fileMapHeight. 

All pixel coordinates must have values 
that locate them within the maximum 
extents of the fixture. 

022 Footprint was less than 1 The data assigned to 

fileSlotPerPix was zero or 

negative. This value must be a positive 
integer. 

023 Negative red slot number The data assigned to fileSlotRed 

was negative. This value must be a 
positive integer or zero to disable. 

024 Negative green slot number The data assigned to fileSlotGreen 

was negative. This value must be a 
positive integer or zero to disable. 

025 Negative blue slot number The data assigned to fileSlotBlue 

was negative. This value must be a 
positive integer or zero to disable. 

026 Negative yellow slot number The data assigned to 

fileSlotYellow was negative. This 

value must be a positive integer or zero 
to disable. 

027 Negative white slot number The data assigned to fileSlotWhite 

was negative. This value must be a 
positive integer or zero to disable. 

028 Negative intensity slot number The data assigned to 

fileSlotIntensity was negative. 

This value must be a positive integer or 
zero to disable. 
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Error Number Name Description 

029 Red slot number exceeds 
footprint 

The data assigned to fileSlotRed 

was larger than fileSlotPerPix. 

The valid range is 0 to disable or a 
positive integer less than or equal to 

fileSlotPerPix. 

030 Green slot number exceeds 
footprint 

The data assigned to fileSlotGreen 

was larger than fileSlotPerPix. 

The valid range is 0 to disable or a 
positive integer less than or equal to 

fileSlotPerPix. 

031 Blue slot number exceeds 
footprint 

The data assigned to fileSlotBlue 

was larger than fileSlotPerPix. 

The valid range is 0 to disable or a 
positive integer less than or equal to 

fileSlotPerPix. 

032 Yellow slot number exceeds 
footprint 

The data assigned to 

fileSlotYellow was larger than 

fileSlotPerPix. The valid range is 

0 to disable or a positive integer less 

than or equal to fileSlotPerPix. 

033 White slot number exceeds 
footprint 

The data assigned to fileSlotWhite 

was larger than fileSlotPerPix. 

The valid range is 0 to disable or a 
positive integer less than or equal to 

fileSlotPerPix. 

034 Intensity slot number exceeds 
footprint 

The data assigned to 

fileSlotIntensity was larger than 

fileSlotPerPix. The valid range is 

0 to disable or a positive integer less 

than or equal to fileSlotPerPix. 

035 Error reading fileDefaultProtocol The mnemonic 

fileDefaultProtocol was not 

found in the file. 

036 Error reading fileDefaultIp The mnemonic fileDefaultIp was 

not found in the file. 

999 Unknown error An unexpected error occurred. Please 
email a copy of the mapMaker file that 
caused the error to 
Support@ArtisticLicence.com 
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Troubleshooting 
If you encounter a problem, please review this list prior to contacting technical support. 

No network output: 

Check that you have configured the network card IP address to match your system. See 

page 17. 

Cannot render video from HDMI source: 

Some HDMI sources (example: AppleTV) output copy protected HDMI (HDCP) irrelevant of 

whether the source material is protected. A device called 'The Parrot' is available from TMB 

Associates which overcomes this problem. Please note that it is the user's duty to ensure 

that all media is properly licensed. http://www.tmb.com/products/parrot/ 

Geometric shapes stuttering on render: 

If the pixel map is setup with cells that are too small and inter-cell gaps that are too large, 

geometric shapes such as moving lines can render badly. This is easily solved by increasing 

the cell size. 

Audio 
The audio output configuration can be configured using the 

Realtek utility. The utility is launched from the task bar as 

shown below:  
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Rear Panel Connections 
The rear panel connections are detailed below. 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ethernet Indicators 
The ethernet indicator LEDs are detailed below. 
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Video Capture input 
The HDMI Capture input is the top connector of the PCI card to the right of the rear panel. It 

is labelled HDMI. 

The HDMI input will accept the following formats: 

Product Video input 

dVnet Up to 50Hz 1920x1080i (interlaced) 

dVnet pro Up to 50/60Hz 1920x1080i/p (interlaced or progressive) 

dVnet extreme Up to 50/60Hz 1920x1080i/p (interlaced or progressive) 
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